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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to an
illuminating device, and more particularly, it relates to an
illuminating device capable of waterproof function and
heat-dissipating function.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] The light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconduc-
tor device, mainly made of compound semiconductor ma-
terials of chemical elements of groups III-V, for example,
gallium phosphide (GaP), gallium arsenide (GaAs). The
compound semiconductor materials are characteristic of
converting electric energy into light. In more details, when
applying a current on the compound semiconductor ma-
terial, the electrons and the holes in the material would
be recombined and the excessive energy after the re-
combining would be released in light form so as to result
in light-emitting effect.
[0003] In general speaking, the light-emitting phenom-
ena of LEDs are counted as cold light emission instead
of light emission resulting from heat or discharge light
emission. Thereby, the lifetime of an LED can be over a
hundred of thousand hours and the LED can work imme-
diately without idling time. In addition, LEDs have many
advantages, such as fast response speed (about 10-9

sec), small size, power-saving, low pollution (no mercury)
and suitability for mass production. In this regard, the
LEDs are applicable to various and wide fields, for ex-
ample, light sources in mega-size display board, traffic
light, handset, scanner or fax machine.
[0004] Since the light-emitting luminance and the light-
emitting efficiency of LEDs are gaining steady advances
recently and the white LEDs with high luminance have
been in mass production, so that the white LEDs are grad-
ually used in illuminating devices, for example, indoor
lighting, outdoor street lamps and illumination lamps in
refrigerator or in water. The LEDs with high power gen-
erally encounter a heat-dissipating problem. That is if an
LED is operated in an excessive high temperature, it likely
occurs that the light luminance provided by the LED gets
decayed and the lifetime thereof is shortened.
[0005] Besides, when LEDs serve as illumination
lamps in refrigerator or in water, except for heat-dissipat-
ing consideration, it is also considered to have waterproof
effect so as to avoid moisture from electrically damaging
the structure inside a lamp, in particular the problem oc-
curring at the joint with gap between the lens and the
heat sink block thereof. As the waterproof handling
scheme involved in the illumination lamps in refrigerator
or water currently, it is mostly adopted a processing in
filling adhesive on the joint with gap between the lens
and the heat sink block thereof so as to conduct a gap

filling processing. However, such a processing in filling
adhesive is unlikely controlled and results in a poor effect.
Another adopted scheme is to make the heat sink block
directly enclosed in the lens where the waterproof design
is only against the side edges of the lens, wherein, how-
ever, the heat sink block directly enclosed by the lens is
not easily to be heat-dissipated so that the LEDs would
be operated in an excessive temperature to reduce the
reliability of the LEDs. In this regard, to make a lamp
adopting LEDs and having good design of heat-dissipat-
ing function and waterproof function has become one of
projects attended by many developers.
[0006] US 2002/0125839 A1, for example, discloses a
LED tubular lighting device and a suiting control device.
LEDs are planted in a transparent tube and are control-
lable via a controller to obtain multifarious light sources.
A circuit board with the LEDs is secured in a boat-shaped
receiving, heat-dissipating trough, which are disposed in
a transparent tube having heat-dissipating holes. How-
ever, this cooling method may not be sufficient for high
powered LEDs or LEDs in an environment where air bare-
ly circulates.
[0007] Further, WO 2010/140171 A1 provides solid-
state plant growth lighting device and
[0008] This is an insertion page 2a that shall be insert-
ed into EP 11 191 068.3 right after the last sentence in
paragraph [0005] on page 2
[0009] WO 2007/093607 A1 discloses a lighting device
for stimulating plant growth. The lighting device has a
solid state light source, suitable for emitting light of at
least one wavelength within a predetermined wavelength
range. Furthermore, the solid state light source is adapt-
ed for connection to an electrical network. The solid state
light source is in contact with a cooling medium. This
cooling medium has a temperature in a temperature
range between -50 and 0°C.
[0010] WO 2010/140171 A1 relates to the field of grow-
ing plants in a greenhouse or a closed environment. More
particularly, it relates to a solid-state plant growth lighting
device and a method for cooling LEDs in said lighting
device. The plant growth lighting device is suitable for
mounting in horizontal configuration to provide top light-
ing for plants. In another embodiment, the plant growth
lighting device of WO 2010/140171 A1 is suitable for
mounting in vertical configuration to provide inter lighting
for plants. a method for cooling the same. This objects
an improved thermal management through a cooling
structure comprising a coolant flow chamber with a plu-
rality of fins of appropriate size and spacing to provide a
thermal transfer bridge between said LEDs and the flow-
ing cooling liquid. However, this device may be used in
greenhouses but cannot be operated in, for example, re-
frigerators due to the fact that it is not completely water-
proof.
[0011] Another light source is disclosed in US
2005/0189554 A1. Diodes are mounted on an elongate
member having at least two surfaces upon which the light
emitting diodes are mounted. The elongate member is
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thermally conductive and is utilized to cool the light emit-
ting diodes. Further, a cooling medium moving device is
coupled with the elongate member to enhance cooling
of the diodes. This might be sufficient for removing small
amount of heat but not large amount concerning the ther-
mal conductive member not being capable of removing
as much heat as the cooling medium flow itself.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Accordingly, the present invention is directed to
an illuminating device having both waterproof function
and heat-dissipating function.
[0013] The present invention provides an illuminating
device, which includes a case, a heat sink block, an LED
array, two waterproof plastic sheets and two covers. The
case has a fluid inlet, a fluid outlet and two partition
grooves. The heat sink block is disposed in the case and
has a carrying platform and a fluid channel. The fluid
channel is conformally disposed in the partition grooves
and is communicated with the fluid inlet and the fluid out-
let. The LED array is disposed in the case and located
on the carrying platform of the heat sink block. The fluid
channel is located under the LED array. The waterproof
plastic sheets respectively overlay the fluid inlet and the
fluid outlet. Each of the waterproof plastic sheets has a
first opening. Each of the first openings is communicated
with the fluid channel. The covers respectively overlay
the waterproof plastic sheet and a part of the case. Each
of the covers has a second opening, and the second
openings are respectively corresponding to the first
openings. A fluid flows through the fluid channel via the
second openings and the first openings so as to dis-
charge heat from the LED array.
[0014] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned case includes an atomization lens or
a transparent lens.
[0015] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned case further has a pair of sliding hooks
and the heat sink block further has a pair of sliding rails,
and each of the sliding hooks correspondingly locks each
of the sliding rails so as to make the heat sink block slide
relatively to the case.
[0016] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned LED array includes a carrier and a plu-
rality of LEDs. The LED array is arranged on the carrier
and electrically connected to the carrier.
[0017] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
material of the above-mentioned covers includes metal.
[0018] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes a
plurality of fasteners. Each of the waterproof plastic
sheets respectively has a plurality of first fastening holes
and each of the covers respectively has a plurality of
second fastening holes. The second fastening holes are
respectively corresponding to the first fastening holes,
the fasteners are suitable to penetrate through the sec-
ond fastening holes and the first fastening holes to fasten

the covers and the waterproof plastic sheets on the case.
[0019] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes two
side covers respectively disposed between the covers
and the waterproof plastic sheets, and each of the side
covers respectively has a plurality of third fastening
holes, wherein the third fastening holes are respectively
corresponding to the first fastening holes and the second
fastening holes. The fasteners sequentially penetrate
through the second fastening holes, the third fastening
holes and the first fastening holes so as to fasten the
covers, the side covers and the waterproof plastic sheets
on the case.
[0020] In an embodiment of the present invention, each
of the above-mentioned side covers respectively has a
third opening, and the third openings are respectively
corresponding to the first openings and the second open-
ings.
[0021] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
material of the above-mentioned side covers includes
waterproof rubber.
[0022] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned fasteners include screw and bolt.
[0023] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes two
fixing components, wherein each of the fixing compo-
nents has a supporting portion and a clamping portion.
The clamping portions are suitable to respectively clamp
the cover and the supporting portions are for supporting
the covers.
[0024] In an embodiment of the present invention, each
of the above-mentioned fixing components further has a
pivot unit connected between the supporting portion and
the clamping portion so that the clamping portion rotates
relatively to the supporting portion by means of the pivot
unit.
[0025] In an embodiment of the present invention, at
least one of the above-mentioned fixing components fur-
ther has a limiting portion connected to the clamping por-
tion and abuts against a side of the cover to limit the cover
to move relatively to the fixing component.
[0026] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes a
power cord and the LED array is electrically connected
to an external circuit via the power cord.
[0027] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned fluid includes gas or liquid.
[0028] The present invention also provides an illumi-
nating device, which includes a transparent case, a heat
sink element, a light-emitting component and two sealing
elements. The transparent case has two openings, the
heat sink element is disposed in the transparent case
and defines a first space and a second space, wherein
the openings expose the first space and the second
space. The light-emitting component is disposed on the
heat sink element and located in the first space, and the
light-emitting component is suitable to emit a light pene-
trating the transparent case. The sealing elements are
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respectively disposed on the two openings of the trans-
parent case and are in association with the transparent
case and the heat sink element to seal the first space but
expose the second space serving as a heat-dissipating
channel.
[0029] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned transparent case further has a pair of
sliding hooks and the heat sink element further has a pair
of sliding rails, and each of the sliding hooks correspond-
ingly locks each of the sliding rails so as to make the heat
sink element slide relatively to the case.
[0030] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned light-emitting component includes an
LED array.
[0031] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned LED array includes a carrier and a plu-
rality of LEDs. The LED array is arranged on the carrier
and electrically connected to the carrier.
[0032] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned sealing elements include two water-
proof plastic sheets, two side covers and two covers. The
waterproof plastic sheets respectively overlay two open-
ings of the transparent case and expose the second
space. The side covers respectively overlay the water-
proof plastic sheets and expose the second space. The
covers respectively overlay the side covers, the water-
proof plastic sheets and a part of the transparent cases,
wherein the covers expose the second space, a fluid
flows through the second space via the covers so as to
discharge the heat from the light-emitting component.
[0033] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
material of the above-mentioned covers includes metal.
[0034] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned fluid includes gas or liquid.
[0035] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
material of the above-mentioned side covers includes
waterproof rubber.
[0036] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes a
plurality of fasteners. The sealing elements have a plu-
rality of fastening holes and the fasteners are suitable to
penetrate through the fastening holes to fasten the seal-
ing elements on the transparent case.
[0037] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned fasteners include screw and bolt.
[0038] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes two
fixing components, wherein each of the fixing compo-
nents has a supporting portion and a clamping portion.
The clamping portions are suitable to respectively clamp
the sealing elements and the supporting portions are for
supporting the sealing elements.
[0039] In an embodiment of the present invention, each
of the above-mentioned fixing components further has a
pivot unit connected between the supporting portion and
the clamping portion so that the clamping portion rotates
relatively to the supporting portion by means of the pivot
unit.

[0040] In an embodiment of the present invention, at
least one of the above-mentioned fixing components fur-
ther has a limiting portion connected to the clamping por-
tion, the limiting portion abuts against a side of the sealing
element to limit the sealing element to move relatively to
the fixing component.
[0041] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes a
power cord and the light-emitting component is electri-
cally connected to an external circuit via the power cord.
[0042] The present invention also provides an illumi-
nating device, which includes a transparent pipe, a heat-
dissipating pipe, a light-emitting component and two seal-
ing elements. The heat-dissipating pipe is disposed in
the transparent pipe. The light-emitting component is dis-
posed on the heat-dissipating pipe and located between
the transparent pipe and the heat-dissipating pipe. The
light-emitting component is for emitting a light to pene-
trate the transparent pipe. The sealing elements are re-
spectively disposed at both ends of the transparent pipe,
the sealing elements in association with the transparent
pipe and the heat-dissipating pipe seal the light-emitting
component and expose a channel of the heat-dissipating
pipe for heat-dissipation.
[0043] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned light-emitting component includes an
LED array.
[0044] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned LED array includes a carrier and a plu-
rality of LEDs. The LED array is arranged on the carrier
and electrically connected to the carrier.
[0045] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned sealing elements include two water-
proof plastic sheets, two side covers and two covers. The
waterproof plastic sheets respectively overlay both ends
of the transparent pipe and expose the channel of the
heat-dissipating pipe. The side covers respectively over-
lay the waterproof plastic sheets and expose the channel
of the heat-dissipating pipe. The covers respectively
overlay the side covers, the waterproof plastic sheets
and a part of the transparent cases, wherein the covers
expose the channel of the heat-dissipating pipe, a fluid
flows through the channel via the covers so as to dis-
charge the heat from the light-emitting component.
[0046] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
material of the above-mentioned covers includes metal.
[0047] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned fluid includes gas or liquid.
[0048] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
material of the above-mentioned side covers includes
waterproof rubber.
[0049] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes a
plurality of fasteners. The sealing elements have a plu-
rality of fastening holes and the fasteners are suitable to
penetrate through the fastening holes to fasten the seal-
ing elements on the transparent pipe.
[0050] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
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above-mentioned fasteners include screw and bolt.
[0051] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes two
fixing components, wherein each of the fixing compo-
nents has a supporting portion and a clamping portion.
The clamping portions are suitable to respectively clamp
the sealing elements and the supporting portions are for
supporting the sealing elements.
[0052] In an embodiment of the present invention, each
of the above-mentioned fixing components further has a
pivot unit connected between the supporting portion and
the clamping portion so that the clamping portion rotates
relatively to the supporting portion by means of the pivot
unit.
[0053] In an embodiment of the present invention, at
least one of the above-mentioned fixing components fur-
ther has a limiting portion connected to the clamping por-
tion, and the limiting portion abuts against a side of the
sealing element to limit the sealing element to move rel-
atively to the fixing component.
[0054] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
above-mentioned illuminating device further includes a
power cord and the light-emitting component is electri-
cally connected to an external circuit via the power cord.
[0055] Based on the depiction above, the heat sink
block employed by the illuminating device of the present
invention has a fluid channel so that a passive heat-dis-
sipating can be conducted by using the heat sink block
and an active heat-dissipating can be conducted by using
the fluid flowing through the fluid channel. As a result,
the heat of the LED array is discharged and the heat-
dissipating efficiency of the illuminating device is ad-
vanced. In addition, the illuminating device of the present
invention also employs the waterproof plastic sheets for
waterproof design, wherein when the fluid flows through
the fluid channel, the LED array can be effectively avoid-
ed from suffering moisture invasion and thereby has a
better waterproof effect. In other words, the illuminating
device of the present invention has both good heat-dis-
sipating function and good waterproof function.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0056] The accompanying drawings are included to
provide a further understanding of the invention, and are
incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification.
The drawings illustrate embodiments of the invention
and, together with the description, serve to explain the
principles of the invention.

FIG. 1 is a diagram of an illuminating device accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the illuminating device
of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a localized enlarged diagram of partial parts
in the illuminating device of FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional diagram of FIG. 1 taken
along line I-I’.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0057] Reference will now be made in detail to the
present preferred embodiments of the invention, exam-
ples of which are illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings. Wherever possible, the same reference numbers
are used in the drawings and the description to refer to
the same or like parts.
[0058] In the present invention, an illuminating device
can include a case, a heat sink element, a light-emitting
component and two sealing elements, wherein the heat
sink element is disposed in the case, the light-emitting
component is disposed between the case and the heat
sink element, and the sealing elements in association
with the case and the heat sink element seals and ex-
poses a channel for outward heat-dissipating. In the em-
bodiment of the present invention, the channel can be,
for example, a fluid channel which is suitable to allow a
fluid such as gas or liquid flowing though. The case is,
for example, a transparent case or a transparent pipe.
The heat sink element is, for example, a heat-dissipating
pipe or a heat sink block. The light-emitting component
is, for example, an LED array. The sealing element com-
prises, for example, two waterproof plastic sheets, two
side covers and two covers. The heat of the light-emitting
component can be discharged with passive heat-dissi-
pating conducted by using the heat sink element and with
active heat-dissipating through the fluid flowing through
the channel, therefore the heat-dissipating efficiency of
the illuminating device of the present invention is ad-
vanced. In addition, the illuminating device also take a
waterproof design by employing the sealing elements,
so that when the fluid flows through the channel, the light-
emitting component can be effectively avoided from suf-
fering moisture invasion and thereby has a better water-
proof effect. In other words, the illuminating device of the
present invention has both good heat-dissipating func-
tion and good waterproof function. In the following, an
embodiment is described to explain in details the design
of the illuminating device.
[0059] FIG. 1 is a diagram of an illuminating device
according to an embodiment of the present invention,
FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the illuminating device of
FIG. 1, FIG. 3 is a localized enlarged diagram of partial
parts in the illuminating device of FIG. 2 and FIG. 4 is a
cross-sectional diagram of FIG. 1 taken along line I-I’. It
should be noted that, for simplicity, the fixing components
are omitted to show in FIGS. 3 and 4. Referring to FIGS.
1 and 2, in the embodiment, an illuminating device 100
includes a case 110, a heat sink block 120, an LED array
130, two waterproof plastic sheets 140a and 140b and
two covers 150a and 150b.
[0060] In more details, the case 110 has a fluid inlet
112, a fluid outlet 114, two partition grooves 116 and a
pair of sliding hooks 118. In the embodiment, the case
110 is, for example, an atomization lens or a transparent
lens and the case has a shape of, for example, pipe, and
the fluid inlet 112 and the fluid outlet 114 are opposite to
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each other. The partition grooves 116 and sliding hooks
118 of the case 110 can be integrally formed into one
piece.
[0061] The heat sink block 120 is disposed in the case
110 and has a carrying platform 122, a fluid channel 124
and a pair of sliding rails 126. The fluid channel 124 is
conformally disposed in the partition groove 116 of the
case 110 and communicated with the fluid inlet 112 and
the fluid outlet 114 of the case 110. In particular, the pair
of sliding hooks 118 of the case 110 lock the pair of sliding
rails 126 of the heat sink block 120 so that the heat sink
block 120 can slide relatively to the case 110 to be dis-
posed in the case 110 (shown in FIG. 3). In the embod-
iment, the carrying platform 122 and the sliding rails 126
of the heat sink block 120 can be integrally formed into
one piece, and the material of the heat sink block 120
includes, for example, metal.
[0062] The LED array 130 is disposed in the case 110
and located on the carrying platform 122 of the heat sink
block 120, wherein the LED array 130 includes a carrier
132 and a plurality of LEDs 134. The LEDs 134 are ar-
ranged on the carrier 132 and electrically connected to
the carrier 132. In fact, prior to disposing the LED array
130 on the carrying platform 122 of the heat sink block
120, a conductive material (not shown) can be spread
on the surface of the carrier 132 facing the carrying plat-
form 122, i.e., the conductive material after spreading is
located between the carrier 132 of the LED array 130
and the carrying platform 122 of the heat sink block 120.
The conductive material herein is for example, conduc-
tive paste, conductive tape or other non-conductive ma-
terials, which can help increasing the heat-dissipating
effect of the heat sink block 120 in addition to increasing
the adhesion force between the LED array 130 and the
heat sink block 120.
[0063] In the embodiment, there are a plurality of fixing
holes 136 made on the carrier 132 of the LED array 130
and there are a plurality of positioning holes 128 corre-
sponding to the fixing holes 136 made on the carrying
platform 122 of the heat sink block 120. Meanwhile, the
illuminating device 100 further includes a plurality of fas-
teners 160, which can respectively penetrate through the
fixing holes 136 and the positioning holes 128 to fasten
the carrier 132 of the LED array 130 on the carrying plat-
form 122 of the heat sink block 120. In the embodiment,
the fasteners 160 are, for example, screw or bolt. In par-
ticular, in the embodiment, the fluid channel 124 of the
heat sink block 120 is located right under the LED array
130. Besides, the illuminating device 100 can further in-
clude a power cord 190 and the LED array 130 is elec-
trically connected to an external circuit (not shown) via
the power cord 190.
[0064] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the waterproof plas-
tic sheet 140a overlays the fluid inlet 112 and closely
adheres the fluid inlet 112, while the waterproof plastic
sheet 140b overlays the fluid outlet 114 and closely ad-
heres the fluid outlet 114. Each of the waterproof plastic
sheets (140a or 140b) has a first opening 142 and a plu-

rality of first fastening holes 144, wherein the first opening
142 is communicated with the fluid channel 124, i.e., the
first opening 142 of the waterproof plastic sheet 140a,
the fluid channel 124 and the first opening 142 of the
waterproof plastic sheet 140b are communicated with
each other, referring to FIGS. 2 and 4. In other words,
through the design of the waterproof plastic sheets 140a
and 140b, the LED array 130 located on the carrying
platform 122 of the heat sink block 120 is isolated from
the fluid channel 124.
[0065] The cover 150a overlays the waterproof plastic
sheet 140a and a part of the case 110 (i. e. the portion
of the case 110 adjacent to the end of the fluid inlet 112),
while the cover 150b overlays the waterproof plastic
sheet 140b and a part of the case 110 (i. e. the portion
of the case 110 adjacent to the end of the fluid outlet
114). In the embodiment, each cover (150a or 150b) has
a second opening 152 and a plurality of second fastening
holes 154, wherein the second openings 152 are respec-
tively corresponding to the first openings 142 and com-
municated with the fluid channel 124, which means the
second opening 152 of the cover 150a, the first opening
142 of the waterproof plastic sheet 140a, the fluid channel
124, first opening 142 of the waterproof plastic sheet
140b and the second opening 152 of the cover 150b are
communicated with each other (referring to FIGS. 2 and
4). In addition, the second fastening holes 154 of the
covers 150a and 150b are respectively corresponding to
the first fastening holes 144 of the waterproof plastic
sheets 140a and 140b. The material of the covers 150a
and 150b includes metal.
[0066] In order to enhance the waterproof effect, the
illuminating device 100 of the embodiment further in-
cludes two side covers 170a and 170b, wherein the side
cover 170a is disposed between the cover 150a and the
waterproof plastic sheet 140a, while the side cover 170b
is disposed between the cover 150b and the waterproof
plastic sheet 140b. In the embodiment, each of the side
covers (170a or 170b) has a third opening 172 and a
plurality of third fastening holes 174, wherein the third
openings 172 are respectively corresponding to the first
opening 142 and the second opening 152 and commu-
nicated with the fluid channel 124, which means the sec-
ond opening 152 of the cover 150a, the third opening 172
of the side cover 170a, first opening 142 of the waterproof
plastic sheet 140a, the fluid channel 124, the first opening
142 of the waterproof plastic sheet 140b, the third open-
ing 172 of the side cover 170b and the second opening
152 of the cover 150b are communicated with each other
(referring to FIGS. 2 and 4). Besides, the third fastening
holes 174 of the side cover 170a and the side cover 170b
are respectively corresponding to the first fastening holes
144 of the waterproof plastic sheets 140a and 140b and
the second fastening holes 154 of the covers 150a and
150b. The fasteners 160 sequentially penetrate through
the second fastening holes 154, the third fastening holes
174 and the first fastening holes 144 and tightly fasten
the covers 150a and 150b, the side covers 170a and
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170b and the waterproof plastic sheets 140a and 140b
on the case 110, wherein the material of the side covers
170a and 170b includes waterproof rubber.
[0067] Continuing to FIGS. 1 and 4, in the embodiment,
it should be noted that a fluid 200 can flow from the fluid
inlet 112 of the cover 110 to the fluid channel 124 se-
quentially through the second opening 152 of the cover
150a, the third opening 172 of the side cover 170a and
the first opening 142 of the waterproof plastic sheet 140a.
Then, the fluid 200 with the heat of the LED array 130
together flows from the fluid outlet 114 of the case 110
sequentially through the first opening 142 of the water-
proof plastic sheet 140b, the third opening 172 of the side
cover 170b and the second opening 152 of the cover
150b so that the heat of the LED array 130 is discharged.
The fluid 200 herein is, for example, gas or liquid. Since
the fluid channel 124 of the embodiment is located under
the LED array 130 so that the illuminating device 100 of
the embodiment can conduct both passive heat-dissipat-
ing and the active heat-dissipating, wherein the passive
heat-dissipating is realized by the heat sink block 120
and the active heat-dissipating is realized by the fluid 200
flowing through the fluid channel 124. In this way, the
heat-dissipating efficiency of the illuminating device 100
is advanced.
[0068] Through the design of the waterproof plastic
sheets 140a and 140b of the embodiment, the LED array
130 located on the carrying platform 122 of the heat sink
block 120 can be effectively isolated from the fluid chan-
nel 124, and the waterproof plastic sheets 140a and 140b
herein have also the first openings 142 communicated
with the fluid channel 124. In this way, when the fluid 200
flows through the fluid channel 124, in addition to that
the LED array 130 can be effectively prevented from suf-
fering moisture invasion, the active heat-dissipating is
also conducted by the fluid 200 flowing through the fluid
channel 124. In other words, the illuminating device 100
of the embodiment has a better heat-dissipating effect
and a better waterproof effect. It should be noted that in
a waterproof experiment of the waterproof plastic sheets
140a and 140b of the embodiment, the illuminating de-
vice 100 is preferably placed at a 1000 mm level under
from the water surface keeping continuously for 30 min.,
the moisture does not invade LED array 130. In short,
the illuminating device 100 of the embodiment has a bet-
ter heat-dissipating effect and a better waterproof effect
[0069] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, in the embodiment,
the illuminating device 100 further has two fixing compo-
nents 180a and 180b, wherein the fixing component 180a
has a supporting portion 182a, a clamping portion 184a,
a pivot unit 186a and a limiting portion 188a. The fixing
component 180b has a supporting portion 182b, a clamp-
ing portion 184b and a pivot unit 186b. In more details,
the clamping portions 184a and 184b are suitable to re-
spectively clamp the covers 150a and 150b, and the sup-
porting portions 182a and 182b are for supporting the
covers 150a and 150b. The pivot units 186a and 186b
are respectively connected between the supporting por-

tion 182a and the clamping portion 184a and between
the supporting portion 182b and the clamping portion
184b so that the clamping portions 184a and 184b can
respectively rotate relatively to the supporting portions
182a and 182b through the pivot units 186a and 186b
and thereby the placing orientation of the illuminating de-
vice 100 can be changed. The limiting portion 188a is
connected to the clamping portion 184a. When the
clamping portions 184a and 184b respectively clamp the
covers 150a and 150b, the limiting portion 188a of the
fixing component 180a would abut against a side of the
cover 150a to limit the moving of the cover 150a relatively
to the fixing component 180a. At the time, another fixing
component 180b is able to make the clamping portion
184b moving relatively to the cover 150b to a required
position according to the application need by adjusting
the clamping portion 184b.
[0070] It should be noted that the present invention
does not limit the implementation structure of the fixing
components 180a and 180b, although the fixing compo-
nent 180a herein is implemented by a combination struc-
ture of the supporting portion 182a, the clamping portion
184a, the pivot unit 186a and the limiting portion 188a
and the fixing component 180b herein is implemented by
a combination structure of the supporting portion 182b,
the clamping portion 184b and the pivot unit 186b. Any
known structure able to have the same fixing effect still
falls in the technical scheme adopted by the present in-
vention without departing from the scope of the invention.
In other words, in other unshown embodiments, anyone
skilled in the art can select in their wills the above-men-
tioned structure according to the application need so as
to reach the required technical effect.
[0071] In summary, the heat sink block employed by
the illuminating device of the present invention has a fluid
channel so that a passive heat-dissipating can be con-
ducted by using the heat sink block and an active heat-
dissipating can be conducted by using the fluid flowing
through the fluid channel. As a result, the heat of the LED
array is discharged and the heat-dissipating efficiency of
the illuminating device is advanced. In addition, the illu-
minating device of the present invention also employs
the waterproof plastic sheets for waterproof design,
wherein when the fluid flows through the fluid channel,
the LED array can be effectively avoided from suffering
moisture invasion and thereby has a better waterproof
effect. In other words, the illuminating device of the
present invention has both good heat-dissipating func-
tion and good waterproof function.
[0072] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
the descriptions above are several preferred embodi-
ments of the present invention only, which does not limit
the implementing range of the present invention. Various
modifications and variations can be made to the structure
of the present invention without departing from the scope
of the invention.
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Claims

1. An illuminating device (100), comprising:

a transparent pipe (110);
a heat-dissipating pipe (120) disposed in the
transparent pipe (110);
a light-emitting component (130) disposed on
the heat-dissipating pipe (120) and located be-
tween the transparent pipe (110) and the heat-
dissipating pipe (130), wherein the light-emitting
component (130) is for emitting a light to pene-
trate the transparent pipe (110); and
two sealing elements (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b), respectively disposed at both ends
of the transparent pipe (110), comprising two
waterproof plastic sheets (140a, 140b), respec-
tively overlaying both ends of the transparent
pipe (110) and exposing a channel (124) of the
heat-dissipating pipe (120); wherein the illumi-
nating device is characterized in that it further
comprises:

a plurality of fasteners (160), wherein the
sealing elements (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b) have a plurality of fastening
holes (144, 154, 174) and the fasteners
(160) are suitable to penetrate through the
fastening holes (144, 154, 174) to fasten the
sealing elements (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b) on the transparent pipe (110),
wherein the sealing elements (140a, 140b,
150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) in association with
the transparent pipe (110) and the heat-dis-
sipating pipe (120) seal the light-emitting
component (130) and expose the channel
(124) of the heat-dissipating pipe (120) for
heat-dissipation.

2. The illuminating device (100) of claim 1, wherein the
sealing elements (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a,
170b) further comprise:

two covers (150a, 150b), respectively overlay-
ing the waterproof plastic sheet (140a, 140b)and
a part of the transparent case (110), and expos-
ing the channel (124) of the heat-dissipating pipe
(120), and a fluid (200) flows through the chan-
nel (124)via the covers (150a, 150b) so as to
discharge the heat from the light-emitting com-
ponent (130).

3. The illuminating device (100) of claim 2, wherein the
sealing elements (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a,
170b) further comprise:

Two side covers (170a, 170b), respectively dis-
posed between the waterproof plastic sheet

(140a, 140b) and the two covers (150a, 150b),
overlaying the waterproof plastic sheets (140a,
140b) and exposing the channel (124) of the
heat dissipating pipe (120), wherein the fluid
(200) flows through the channel (124) via the
covers (150a, 150b) so as to discharge the heat
from the light emitting component (130).

4. The illuminating device (100) of claim 1, further com-
prising two fixing components (180a, 180b), wherein
each of the fixing components (180a, 180b) includes
a supporting portion (182a, 182b) and a clamping
portion (184a, 184b), wherein the clamping portions
(184a, 184b) are suitable to respectively clamp the
sealing elements (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a,
170b) and the supporting portions (182a, 182b) are
for supporting the sealing elements (140a, 140b,
150a, 150b, 170a, 170b).

5. The illuminating device (100) of claim 1, wherein
each of the fixing components (180a, 180b) further
includes a pivot unit (186a, 186b) connected be-
tween the supporting portion (182a, 182b) and the
clamping portion (184a, 184b) so that the clamping
portion (184a, 184b) rotates relatively to the support-
ing portion (182a, 182b) by means of the pivot unit
(186a, 186b).

6. The illuminating device (100) of claim 1, wherein at
least one of the fixing components (180a, 180b) fur-
ther includes a limiting portion (188a) connected to
the clamping portion (184a, 184b), and the limiting
portion (188a) abuts against a side of the sealing
element (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) to
limit the sealing element (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b) to move relatively to the fixing compo-
nent (180a, 180b).

Patentansprüche

1. Beleuchtungsvorrichtung (100), umfassend:

eine transparente Röhre (110);
eine Wärmeableitröhre (120), die in der trans-
parenten Röhre (110) angeordnet ist;
eine Lichtemissionskomponente (130), die an
der Wärmeableitröhre (120) angeordnet ist und
sich zwischen der transparenten Röhre (110)
und der Wärmeableitröhre (130) befindet, wobei
die Lichtemissionskomponente (130) zum Emit-
tieren von Licht vorgesehen ist, das die trans-
parente Röhre (110) durchdringt; und
zwei Dichtelemente (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b), die jeweils an beiden Enden der
transparenten Röhre (110) angeordnet sind und
zwei wasserdichte Kunststofflagen (140a,
140b) umfassen, die jeweils beide Enden der
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transparenten Röhre (110) bedecken und einen
Kanal (124) der Wärmeableitröhre (120) freile-
gen, wobei die Beleuchtungsvorrichtung da-
durch gekennzeichnet ist, dass die weiterhin
umfasst:

eine Vielzahl von Befestigungsmitteln
(160), wobei die Dichtelemente (140a,
140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) eine Viel-
zahl von Befestigungslöchern (144, 154,
174) aufweisen und die Befestigungsmittel
(160) geeignet sind, um durch die Befesti-
gungslöcher (144, 154, 174) zu dringen, um
die Dichtelemente (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b) an der transparenten Röhre
(110) zu befestigen, wobei die Dichtele-
mente (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a,
170b) zusammen mit der transparenten
Röhre (110) und der Wärmeableitröhre
(120) die Lichtemissionskomponente (130)
abdichten und den Kanal (124) der Wärme-
ableitröhre (120) zur Wärmeableitung frei-
legen.

2. Beleuchtungsvorrichtung (100) gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei die Dichtelemente (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b) weiterhin umfassen:

zwei Abdeckungen (150a, 150b), die jeweils die
wasserdichten Kunststofflagen (140a, 140b)
und einen Teil des transparenten Gehäuses
(110) bedecken und den Kanal (124) der Wär-
meableitröhre (120) freilegen, wobei ein Fluid
(200) über die Abdeckungen (150a, 150b) durch
den Kanal (124) fließt, um so die Wärme von
der Lichtemissionskomponente (130) abzulei-
ten.

3. Beleuchtungsvorrichtung (100) gemäß Anspruch 2,
wobei die Dichtelemente (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b,
170a, 170b) weiterhin umfassen:

zwei Seitenabdeckungen (170a, 170b), die je-
weils zwischen der wasserdichten Kunststoffla-
ge (140a, 140b) und den zwei Abdeckungen
(150a, 150b) angeordnet sind, die wasserdich-
ten Kunststofflagen (140a, 140b) bedecken und
den Kanal (124) der Wärmeableitröhre (120)
freilegen, wobei das Fluid (200) über die Abde-
ckungen (150a, 150b) durch den Kanal (124)
fließt, um so die Wärme von der Lichtemissions-
komponente (130) abzuleiten.

4. Beleuchtungsvorrichtung (100) gemäß Anspruch 1,
weiterhin umfassend zwei Befestigungskomponen-
ten (180a, 180b), wobei jede der Befestigungskom-
ponenten (180a, 180b) einen Stützabschnitt (182a,
182b) und einen Klemmabschnitt (184a, 184b) um-

fasst, wobei die Klemmabschnitte (184a, 184b) ge-
eignet sind, um jeweils die Dichtelemente (140a,
140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) zu klemmen und die
Stützabschnitte (182a, 182b) zum Stützen der Dich-
telemente (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) vor-
gesehen sind.

5. Beleuchtungsvorrichtung (100) gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei jede der Befestigungskomponenten (180a,
180b) weiterhin eine Schwenkeinheit (186a, 186b)
enthält, die zwischen dem Stützabschnitt (182a,
182b) und dem Klemmabschnitt (184a, 184b) ver-
bunden ist, so dass der Klemmabschnitt (184a,
184b) durch die Schwenkeinheit (186a, 186b) relativ
zu dem Stützabschnitt (182a, 182b) rotiert.

6. Beleuchtungsvorrichtung (100) gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei wenigstens eine der Befestigungskomponen-
ten (180a, 180b) weiterhin einen Begrenzungsab-
schnitt (188a) enthält, der mit dem Klemmabschnitt
(184a, 184b) verbunden ist, und der Begrenzungs-
abschnitt (188a) gegen eine Seite des Dichtele-
ments (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) anliegt,
um eine Bewegung des Dichtelements (140a, 140b,
150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) relativ zu der Befestigungs-
komponente (180a, 180b) einzuschränken.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’éclairage (100) comprenant :

un tuyau transparent (110) ;
un tuyau de dissipation de chaleur (120) disposé
dans le tuyau transparent (110) ;
un composant électroluminescent (130) dispo-
sé sur le tuyau de dissipation de chaleur (120)
et situé entre le tuyau transparent (110) et le
tuyau de dissipation de chaleur (130), dans le-
quel le composant électroluminescent (130) est
destiné à émettre une lumière pour pénétrer le
tuyau transparent (110) ; et
deux éléments d’étanchéité (140a, 140b, 150a,
150b, 170a, 170b), respectivement disposés
aux deux extrémités du tuyau transparent (110),
comprenant deux feuilles de plastique étanches
à l’eau (140a, 140b), recouvrant respectivement
les deux extrémités du tuyau transparent (110)
et exposant un canal (124) du tuyau de dissipa-
tion de chaleur (120) ; dans lequel le dispositif
d’éclairage est caractérisé en ce qu’il com-
prend en outre :

une pluralité d’attaches (160), dans lequel
les éléments d’étanchéité (140a, 140b,
150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) comportent une
pluralité de trous d’attachement (140, 154,
174) et les attaches (160) sont adaptées
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pour pénétrer à travers les trous d’attache-
ment (144, 154, 174) pour attacher les élé-
ments d’étanchéité (140a, 140b, 150a,
150b, 170a, 170b) sur le tuyau transparent
(110), dans lequel les éléments d’étanchéi-
té (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) en
association avec le tuyau transparent (110)
et le tuyau de dissipation de chaleur (120)
scellent le composant électroluminescent
(130) et exposent le canal (124) du tuyau
de dissipation de chaleur (120) pour une
dissipation de chaleur.

2. Dispositif d’éclairage (100) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel les éléments d’étanchéité (140a, 140b,
150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) comprennent en outre :

deux couvercles (150a, 150b) recouvrant res-
pectivement la feuille de plastique étanche à
l’eau (140a, 140b) et une partie du tuyau trans-
parent (110), et exposant le canal (124) du tuyau
de dissipation de chaleur (120), et un fluide (200)
s’écoule à travers le canal (124) à travers les
couvercles (150a, 150b) de manière à évacuer
la chaleur du composant électroluminescent
(130).

3. Dispositif d’éclairage (100) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel les éléments d’étanchéité (140a, 140b,
150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) comprennent en outre :

deux couvercles latéraux (170a, 170b) respec-
tivement disposés entre la feuille de plastique
étanche à l’eau (140a, 140b) et les deux cou-
vercles (150a, 150b), recouvrant les feuilles de
plastique étanches à l’eau (140a, 140b) et ex-
posant le canal (124) du tuyau de dissipation de
chaleur (120), dans lequel le fluide (200) s’écou-
le à travers le canal (124) à travers les couver-
cles (150a, 150b) de manière à évacuer la cha-
leur du composant électroluminescent (130).

4. Dispositif d’éclairage (100) selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre deux composants de fixation
(180a, 180b), dans lequel chacun des composants
de fixation (180a, 180b) comprend une portion de
support (182a, 182b) et une portion de serrage
(184a, 184b), dans lequel les portions de serrage
(184a, 184b) sont adaptées pour serrer respective-
ment les éléments d’étanchéité (140a, 140b, 150a,
150b, 170a, 170b) et les portions de support (182a,
182b) sont destinées à supporter les éléments
d’étanchéité (140a, 140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b).

5. Dispositif d’éclairage (100) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel chacun des composants de fixation
(180a, 180b) comprend en outre une unité de pivot
(186a, 186b) reliée entre la portion de support (182a,

182b) et la portion de serrage (184a, 184b) de sorte
que la portion de serrage (184a, 184b) tourne par
rapport à la portion de support (182a, 182b) au
moyen de l’unité de pivot (186a, 186b).

6. Dispositif d’éclairage (100) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel au moins l’un des composants de fixa-
tion (180a, 180b) comprend en outre une portion de
limitation (188a) reliée à la portion de serrage (184a,
184b), et la portion de limitation (188a) vient en butée
contre un côté de l’élément d’étanchéité (140a,
140b, 150a, 150b, 170a, 170b) pour limiter le dépla-
cement de l’élément d’étanchéité (140a, 140b, 150a,
150b, 170a, 170b) par rapport au composant de fixa-
tion (180a, 180b).
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